Many people report experiencing mental imagery (visual, auditory and/or kinetic) when they comprehend verbal metaphors. The question whether imagery is merely an incidental side-effect of processes of metaphor understanding or plays a key role in comprehension remains unresolved, with diametrically opposed views expressed among psychologists, philosophers and literary theorists. I survey a wide array of evidence (behavioural and neurocognitive) concerning the activation and use of imagery in language processing generally and metaphor processing in particular. I conclude that mental imagery is not an essential component in the comprehension of language, whether literal or metaphorical, but it is often automatically activated in the minds of hearers or readers as a by-product of their linguistic and pragmatic processes. Writers may exploit this fact and enhance the impact of imagery by producing extended and/or creative metaphors, so that, although not essential, imagistic effects can be as significant as propositional cognitive effects.
Cyclamen
They are white moths
With wings Lifted
Over a dark water
In act to fly,
Yet stayed
By their frail images
In its mahogany depths R.S. Thomas (1946) 2 See Camp (2008) on juxtapositions, focussing on the famous poem by Ezra Pound:
In a Station of the Metro
The apparition of these faces in the crowd: Petals on a wet, black bough. 3 Note how different this is from the cases of metaphor discussed within the 'conceptual metaphor' framework, which involve a mapping from a concrete domain (the metaphor vehicle) onto an abstract domain (the metaphor target), e.g. LIFE IS A JOURNEY, TIME IS SPACE, THE MIND IS A CONTAINER, a key claim being that the abstract concept can only be understood in terms of the concrete one (Lakoff, 1993; Gibbs, 1994) . 4 The struggle to give verbal expression to intense personal experience is described vividly by the poet Ezra Pound recalling his experience of seeing faces in the metro station (see footnote 2 above): 'Three years ago in Paris I got out of a "metro" train at La Concorde, and saw suddenly a beautiful face, and then another and another, and then a beautiful child's face, and then another beautiful woman, and I tried all that day to find words for what this had meant to me, and I could not find any words that seemed to me worthy, or as lovely as that sudden emotion. … I was still trying and I found, suddenly, the expression. I do not mean that I found words, but there came an equation . . . not in speech, but in little splotches of colour ...' (Pound, 1970 (Pound, [1914 : 86-87). For a discussion of the use of 'image-demanding' metaphors in the expression of personal experience (i.e. in self-expression), see Green (2017) . 5 He calls this "the language comprehender's digital-to-analog converter", which "takes him nearer to the continuous mode of perceived experience by taking him further away from the discrete mode of linguistic symbols" (ibid, p. 47) . What is special about metaphor, he says, is that it greatly enhances this process of particularization, because "it enables large 'chunks' to be converted or transferred; metaphor constrains and directs particularization" (ibid, p. 47) . By 'large chunks', he appears to mean a dense mass of features or characteristics stored in the mind of the addressee and made accessible (activated) by the literal language of the metaphorical vehicle. So, for instance, in discussing the simile 'The thought slipped my mind like a squirrel behind a tree', he suggests that such characteristics as being ungraspable, sudden, elusive, briefly glimpsed, camouflaged, here one moment, gone the next, are among the many features of our recalled experience of seeing squirrels slipping behind trees which may be applied to the quite different 'slipping' of a thought from a person's mind. As he says, it is difficult to find appropriate words to describe these features and many are themselves still metaphorical when predicated of a thought.
Explaining further the nature of these chunks that metaphors can transfer from vehicle to topic, he says they are best thought of "as being a continuum of cognitive and perceptual characteristics with a few slices removed 6 rather than as a list of discrete attributes", that is, as "nondiscretized, coherent, chunks of characteristics … [which are] predicated en masse" (ibid, p. 50).
Ortony comes tantalizingly close in that paper to saying that the chunks of continuous information are 'mental images', or at least are abstracted from mental images, which are activated by the literal metaphor vehicle and are relevantly applicable to the metaphor topic, but he doesn't explicitly say this. In a later paper, though, in which the focus is on the expression of emotional states through metaphor, Fainsilber and Ortony (1987, p. 241 ) do make this connection: "… metaphors may help capture the vividness of phenomenal experience … metaphors convey chunks of information rather than discrete units … to say that 'Love is like a red, red rose' is likely to conjure up perceptual and sensory images in the listener, and in so doing is likely to better reflect the vividness of that which is to be communicated" (italics added).
The questions now are whether, and, if so, how pragmatic theories of metaphor understanding accommodate the kind of effects described above. More specifically, do these theories have a place for sensory-perceptual (and affective) experience, whether recalled, reconstructed or imagined, in their accounts of how people mentally process and interpret metaphorically used language? As noted in the Introduction, inferential 'propositional' accounts, such as Grice (1975) and Searle (1979) figure out that when the speaker says, 'S is P', he means 'S is R' (Searle, 1979, pp. 84-86) , and Searle's main concern is to delineate the principles by which the hearer derives a correct value for 'R' (e.g., for an utterance of 'Sally is a block of ice', 'R' might be 'emotionally cold and unresponsive').
On the orthodox relevance-theoretic (RT) account (Sperber & Wilson, 2008) , metaphorical uses communicate both explicatures and implicatures, that is, propositions 7 communicated explicitly and implicitly, respectively. Consider what the implicatures communicated by the poem 'Cyclamen' in (1) above might be:
3. a. The cyclamen flowers look like the wings of white moths hovering over dark water.
b. The cyclamen petals are fluttering, thin, fragile, pale against a dark background.
The first of these seems to be strongly communicated and the others (I take the suggestion in (3b) to constitute several distinct implicatures) are weaker, in that they are less determinate, that is, there is room for differences in interpretation, so someone else might infer that the petals are layered and clustered together, pointing upwards, each one like a mirror of another. (The relevance-theoretic concepts of 'weak implicature' and of 'weak communication', more generally, are discussed in section 4 below). Clearly, much of the 'content' and impact of the poem is lost here. That could be attributed to the inadequacy of my rendering of the implicated meaning, but, as virtually everyone working on metaphor concedes, attempts to give paraphrases of the 'meaning' communicated by metaphors are almost always inadequate, even when, as often occurs, they include further metaphorically used expressions (as in the 'squirrel/thought' example discussed above).
It is even more problematic to explain what the (alleged) explicature of 'Cyclamen' might be. On an orthodox relevance-theoretic account, a metaphorically used word is treated like other cases of loose use of language, that is, the lexically encoded concept is pragmatically adjusted so as to express a concept which could be applicable to the metaphor's topic. This is known as an 'ad hoc concept' and it is a constituent of the explicature of the utterance, replacing the lexical concept from which it was derived. To take a simple case, in grasping the intended meaning of the word 'chameleon' in the utterance 'Mary is a chameleon', the lexically encoded concept CHAMELEON (which denotes a certain kind of lizard known for its ability to change its skin colour) is pragmatically broadened. This adjustment of lexical meaning occurs as part of a relevance-driven inferential process that ensures that the explicature warrants implicatures about Mary, such as that she is fickle and untrustworthy, says different things in different circumstances depending on who she is trying to impress, etc. The result is an ad hoc concept (or occasion-specific sense) CHAMELEON* whose denotation includes both the colour-changing lizards and human beings with the relevant behavioural characteristics.
(For detailed accounts of the processes involved, see Carston, 2007, 2008; Sperber and Wilson, 2008) .
How plausible would this account be in explaining the 'Cyclamen' poem (or the description of the 'heron' in (2), or the poem 'In a station of the metro' in footnote 2)? Do we infer a sequence of ad hoc concepts: MOTHS* (whose denotation includes actual moths and an array of other things that physically resemble moths, including certain flowers like cyclamens); WINGS* (whose denotation includes actual moth wings and other things whose physical appearance and movement is similar, including the petals of (some) cyclamens); LIFTED*, WATER*, FLY*, and so on? Virtually every substantive word in the poem after 'They are' would have to be pragmatically adjusted, which seems not only highly implausible as a means of understanding this poem, but also counter-productive,
given that the literal meanings of the words used in this extended metaphor work together in describing a coherent scenario in which white moths are fluttering above dark water (and so on), a scenario which could not be recovered if the sequential online processing system was engaged in altering the meaning of the words. Assuming that phenomenologically salient mental images are evoked by metaphors, such as those in (1) and (2), a key question is whether this imagery is essential in understanding the metaphor or is, rather, merely a (pleasurable) side-effect or an epiphenomenon. In this regard, consider a discussion by Crisp (1996) Crisp seems to be suggesting that mental imagery is essential in understanding this metaphor, that, without it, the point of the metaphor, the effects sought by the writer, would not be achievable. I come back to this issue in section 4. The more general question is how the experience of mental images that many, if not all, people have when understanding at least some metaphorical uses of language should be located within semantic-pragmatic accounts of metaphor understanding. Of particular interest are (a) whether or not the evocation of imagery in the audience is intended by speakers/writers and (b) how it interacts with cognitive effects of a propositional sort. These questions are addressed in section 4, but before that, in the next section, I attempt to clarify the notion of 'mental imagery' that is at issue here.
Mental images and perceptual simulations
Mental imagery is something that people are aware of, that they experience (sometimes vividly) and can report on, although there seems to be considerable individual variation, both in the frequency of the experience and its vividness (Pecher et al., 2009 ). I take it, therefore, that it is a real phenomenon, as do all those involved in the debate about its role in metaphor understanding, including those who don't think it plays any significant role in understanding (see Kosslyn et al. (2006) for extended argument and evidence for the existence of mental imagery). So the task at hand is to pin down what it is and ensure that those who express different views on its significance in the understanding of metaphor are all talking about essentially the same thing.
Starting with the obvious: mental imagery is distinct from perception. Mental imagery is often described as a 'quasi-sensory or quasi-perceptual experience' and as having similar phenomenal character to perceiving. As Nanay (2015, p. 1) says, "Seeing and visualizing [one kind of mental imaging (RC)] have very similar phenomenal character. If I visualize a red apple and if I see one, the phenomenal character of my experience will be very similar", 8 and yet we seldom mistake one for the other. The key difference, of course, is that mental imaging occurs in the absence of the stimulus conditions that are the cause of actual perceptual experience; it is something that we recognise as coming from memory or imagination (or dreaming). A second difference is that while perceiving is mandatory and involuntary ("you can't help seeing a visual array as consisting of objects distributed in three-dimensional space" (Fodor, 1983, p. 53) ), mental imaging is, in important respects, under voluntary control (it can be activated and, to some extent at least, de-activated by the will).
In an extensive study of mental imaging ('mindsight', as he calls it), McGinn (2004) sets out what he calls an 'imagination spectrum', starting from the percept through to full-blown creative imagining (ibid, p. 159). I reproduce here the part of the spectrum that is relevant to this discussion:
The percept, which is the impact of the world on our senses, is the starting point but, "being untainted by imagination", it is not really on the spectrum, hence the broken line, which indicates the transition to the image proper. The "memory image", although derived from the percept, should not be thought of as a kind of (degraded) percept, but rather as a distinct kind of mental entity, transformed by the workings of memory, which is selective and reconstructive (ibid, p. 35). The move to "imaginative sensing" involves the combination of percept and image: a current percept evokes a memory image, and the two coalesce into an instance of "seeing as" (e.g., seeing a bare three-sided figure as "a triangular hole, as a solid, as a geometrical drawing; as standing on its base, as hanging from its apex; as a mountain, as a wedge, as an arrow or pointer, …" (ibid, p. 48)). Then, at the next stage on the spectrum, that of the "productive image", there is creative recombination of elements, marking a further move away from the strictly sensory. "Now we can generate novel images at will, rearranging the world as we see fit; we are no longer a slave to the actual." (ibid, p. 161). All three of these elements of McGinn's spectrum are of potential relevance in language use, including, in particular, metaphorical language (both its production and its comprehension). Memory images are likely to be stored in the encyclopaedic entries associated with linguistically encoded concepts (e.g., the concepts encoded by 'heron', 'cyclamen', 'moth', 'drunk (person)', 'bagpipe') and so may be activated in the process of linguistic decoding along with propositional knowledge about the denotations of the words. The concept of 'imaginative sensing' could apply to the perceptual experience of the authors of the metaphors discussed above (or at least their subsequent imag(in)ing of it): seeing the cyclamen flower and imag(in)ing it as a group of moths; seeing the heron taking flight and imag(in)ing it as a foldaway canvas-and-struts construct; hearing the drunk at the bar and imag(in)ing his voice as a wheezing bagpipe.
For the reader/hearer of the metaphor, the imaging process might be better thought of in terms of McGinn's productive image, in that there is a (language-guided) interaction of two memory images, e.g., the image of pale moths against a dark background, which is composed from memory images activated by the words used but requires an active process of construction and combination, and which is then, arguably, imposed (in some sense) on the memory image activated by the word 'cyclamen'. This will vary to some extent across individuals: for some, the memory image evoked by 'cyclamen' may only be a nonspecific image of a flowering plant, which will be given more detailed content by its interaction with the moths image; for others, the memory image of the flower may be vivid and detailed, and the interest of the metaphor will be in how well the moth imagery meshes with and enhances that existing flower image. With regard to language processing, often cited behavioural experiments show that reading a text which implies a particular orientation of an object (e.g., hammering a nail into a wall versus into a floor) or a particular shape of an object (e.g., an eagle in a nest versus an eagle in the sky) significantly affects subsequent response times in tasks such as identifying a nail in one or other of the two implied orientations as a nail, or identifying an eagle with folded wings vs. one with spread wings as an eagle (see, e.g., Zwaan & Madden, 2005) . However, these experimental results are consistent with an explanation in purely amodal conceptual terms as well as in the favoured visual simulation terms, so they do not, by themselves, establish a key role for perceptual simulation in language comprehension. This is not the place to attempt any assessment of these different 9 An interesting development of the perceptual simulation view and its relevance for mental imagery is the strong 'embodiment' view of Gibbs & Berg (2002) , according to which there are important correspondences between mental imagery and embodied action. I can't pursue this here, but I think much of the ensuing discussion applies equally to this stronger version of grounded cognition.
explanations of language comprehension or of the much wider debate about amodal versus multimodal conceptual knowledge (for discussion, see Mahon & Caramazza, 2008; Barsalou, 2008 Barsalou, , 2016 . What can't be disputed is the clear evidence from neuroscientific work using brain imaging techniques (specifically fMRI) that many of the modalityspecific areas of the brain that sustain ordinary sensory-perception and motor activity are activated during conceptual processing (e.g. in thinking about objects, performing mental categorisation, comprehending language). Again, it remains open whether this is intrinsic (so concepts simply are multimodal entities) or merely correlational (perhaps activation cascades rapidly from amodal conceptual areas to associated modality-specific areas, without the latter playing any constitutive role in conceptual processing) -see Mahon and Caramazza (2008) for discussion of the range of possible explanations.
The question now is what significance, if any, these 'perceptual simulation' activities in the brain have for the phenomenon of (conscious) mental imagery: are they wholly, partly, or not at all responsible for our mental imaging capacity? Intuitively, it might seem unlikely that the mechanisms or processes that support these two apparently strongly related activities would not overlap or be connected in some way. However, empirical work on (conscious) imagery and perceptual simulation by Pecher et al. (2009) seems to indicate a strong disconnect between the two, leading them to claim that, if there is any relation or overlap between them, it is rather minimal. They investigated the relationship between imagery and the 'modality-switch' effect, that is, the well-attested effect of a processing cost in property verification tasks if a target trial (e.g. apple-red) is preceded by a context trial from a different modality (e.g. airplane-noisy) rather than one from the same modality (e.g. diamond-sparkling). They found no correlation between this effect and individuals' imaging ability, where the latter was assessed by a range of performance measures that tapped both tendency to use imagery and vividness of imagery (in several different modalities). That is, whether an individual was a high or a low (conscious) imager made no difference to their performance in the task that measured the modality-switch effect. Pecher et al. (2009, p. 918) concluded that "perceptual simulation and imagery ability are not the same" and "[they] do not share much processing".
However, they don't rule out the possibility that simulation is one of the components of imagery, pointing out that since simulations happen automatically and unconsciously, it may be that the final stages of the simulation process can and sometimes do reach awareness, at which point more effortful conscious imagery processing comes into play.
They note that, while there are significant individual differences in ability to focus on and manipulate mental images, "because simulation is automatic, it contributes little variability to overall performance" (ibid, p. 918).
The conclusion that Pecher et al. reach regarding the relation between automatic perceptual simulation and conscious imagery is that, at most, there is just a small overlap between the two, namely, at the point at which the former reaches awareness (if and when it does). 10 Their findings mesh with a growing consensus on the role of perceptual (and motor) simulation in language processing, which is that it is automatically activated by language and need not, but may, in its later stages, surface as phenomenologically salient mental imagery. For instance, based on results from a series of experiments (both behavioural and brain-imaging), Barsalou et al. (2008, p. 250) propose the following interaction between linguistic processes and perceptual simulations: "… simulations are often activated automatically and quickly (e.g. within 200 milliseconds of word onset) … Although simulations may become active quickly, they may not dominate conscious 10 The main question that Pecher et al. (2009) were addressing was different from the one I am pursuing here (essentially its opposite). Along with many others working on 'grounded or embodied cognition', they start from the assumption that sensory-motor systems play a key role in conceptual knowledge, and their question is whether "conscious perceptual imagery is the mechanism that underlies mental representation" (ibid, p. 914). On the basis of their experimental results, they conclude that it is not: concepts rely on automatic activation of modality-specific systems independent of an individual's ability or tendency to use mental imagery.
deliberate cognition immediately. … Executive processing can focus on the linguistic system as its primary source of information for at least several seconds, before simulations begin to have effects on behaviour." They suggest that executive processing focuses on the information that the linguistic system can provide until that system stops being useful and then switches to the simulation system as an alternative source of information, an idea that would reconcile the fMRI evidence for fast activation of sensory-perceptual-motor areas of the brain with their own findings that the (amodal) linguistic system can dominate for several seconds. They argue that simulations represent deep conceptual information, providing more detailed informational content than linguistic forms alone. Along related lines, Louwerse and Jeuniaux (2008) maintain that, although some words trigger visual/motor imagery in certain circumstances, the efficiency of on-line language processing makes this a somewhat infrequent occurrence; others also suggest that 'embodied' representations are too slow and resource-consuming to be routinely generated as the outputs of comprehension (for a review of the arguments, see de Vega et al. (2008)).
Distinct from the automatically activated unconscious perceptual simulation just discussed, is "mental imagery [which] typically results from deliberate attempts to construct conscious representations in working memory" (Barsalou, 2008, p. 619 ). This has been investigated intensively by Stephen Kosslyn and colleagues (for an overview, see Kosslyn et al., 2006) . Typically, their experimental participants are instructed to recall or imagine an object or a scene, to scan it, possibly to rotate it (if it's an image of an object) or to move elements of it (if it's an image of a scene). The aims and results of the many experiments carried out do not matter here, but the point is that the evidence indicates that this is also a kind of perceptual simulation (Currie (1995) describes visual imagery as "off-line visual simulation"). Brain-imaging studies indicate overlap of some of the brain regions involved in ordinary on-line perception and in this kind of deliberate imaging, and testing the top-down visualising abilities of people with specific brain lesions that impair their perception supports the view that (visual) imagery is calling on many of the same capacities as (visual) perception (Farah, 1989; Kosslyn et al., 2006) . Overall, then, it seems pretty clear that perception, automatic perceptual simulation, and deliberate imaging overlap in significant respects in the representations they produce and in the neural mechanisms that underlie them.
The conscious mental imagery that reportedly accompanies some metaphorical (and other) uses of language, which is the focus of this paper, is not identical to either the unconscious, automatically activated perceptual simulations, discussed by Barsalou, or to the deliberate task-driven generation of images, discussed by Kosslyn, although it has some of the features of both of them. As discussed above, the current state of the evidence and argument is that automatically activated sensorimotor simulation processes probably do not regularly play an active role in language comprehension. Nevertheless, there are some 'special' cases, those which enable or require slower, more effortful processing, where simulations of a more sustained and finer grain occur, and these may be consciously experienced by readers/hearers. Such conscious simulations then come under a degree of voluntary control, that is, available to some of the same top-down executive processes as the deliberate strategic cases of image generation, inspection, and transformation. The question at issue here, then, is whether metaphorically-used language, or at least some instances of metaphor, perhaps those that are novel, complex, creative and/or extended, could be such cases, where this kind of consciously available simulation (= imagery) plays a role in comprehension. This possibility is considered in the next section.
To sum up: the phenomenon of mental imagery, as it pertains to the concerns of this paper, has the following properties:
1. It is conscious, so phenomenologically salient (as distinct from low-level sub-personal sensory-perceptual representations).
It often has direct counterparts in actual externally-caused perceptual experiences
(visual, auditory, tactile, kinesthetic, etc.) and can be thought of as remembered or imagined perceptual experiences.
3. It may be voluntary (conjured up at will) or involuntary (as with, e.g., unwanted flashbacks or tunes that 'play' over in the mind). As accompaniments to language processing, images seem to be automatically activated by the very process of accessing words (specifically their encoded meanings), but once consciously available they come under a degree of voluntary control.
Mental imaging is productive (or creative), that is, even if it has a basis in automatic
processes of sensory-perceptual simulation (re-enactment), it goes beyond mere simulation in that mental images can be imaginatively (re)constructed and combined with one another.
In the rest of the paper, I will continue to put the words 'image', 'imagery' and 'imagistic' in quotes when they are being used in the intuitive lay sense (e.g. in saying of the Cyclamen poem that it is highly 'imagistic') and use the phrase 'mental imagery' without quote marks when I intend to refer to those mental representations which are experienced as quasi-perceptual memories or imaginings with the properties just listed.
Understanding metaphors: Pragmatics and the role of mental imagery
The central question about the role of mental imagery in metaphor understanding was raised some time ago by Gibbs and Bogdonovitch (1999) : "… whether the occurrence of mental imagery with metaphor is simply epiphenomenal to its comprehension or a key element in understanding its figurative meaning" (p. 39). Based on the results of an empirical study of readers' interpretations of a highly 'imagistic' poem, Free Union, by André Breton, they concluded that mental imagery is essential in understanding at least some metaphors, those that they (following Lakoff & Turner, 1989) describe characteristics tended to produce comments about the function of nests (e.g., birthplace, shelter, security), evaluative remarks (e.g., cute, unsanitary), as well as mentioning a few 'image-like' features, but without the concrete detail produced by the visual imagers (ibid, p. 42). The responses of the two groups were then compared with the metaphor interpretations given in the first study and it was found that a significantly higher percentage of the descriptions of the imaging group than those of the non-imaging group corresponded to the metaphor interpretations (59% versus 12%). Gibbs and Bogdonovich concluded that the interpretations of these metaphors arise from readers mapping of mental images from the metaphor's source domain (e.g., brush fire) onto the target domain (e.g., woman's hair) "to better structure and give even greater imagistic detail" to the target domain (ibid, p. 43). In short, their answer to the question posed is that mental images are not merely epiphenomenal, but play an essential role in understanding these metaphors.
However, it could be argued by a sceptic about the role of mental imagery in metaphor understanding (even in cases of 'image' metaphors), that our store of propositional knowledge about brush fires and about birds' nests includes information about their physical attributes (e.g., that brush fires light up the landscape with a mass of red and yellow leaping flames; that birds' nests are made from twigs and straw, woven together in a bowl shape, etc.) as well as relational information. Given the topic of each metaphor, a woman's hair or her eye-brows, and the wider context of the poem (a lengthy description of different parts of her body), this encyclopaedic knowledge about (some of) the physical attributes of the thing denoted by the metaphor vehicle (brush fire, nests of swallows) would be more highly activated than irrelevant information about functional and relational properties of these entities. Such propositional information would then provide the contextual assumptions from which relevant implications (implicatures) are derived: her hair is long and red, wild and tangled, shimmers brightly, etc. On this sort of account, then, mental images are not playing any instrumental role in the derivation of the intended effects of the metaphor. This, in outline, is how a standard relevance-theoretic account of such cases might go (see Sperber & Wilson, 2008; Wilson & Carston, 2008) .
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So, while I find the account given by Gibbs and Bogdonovitch very appealing and tend to think that mental images can sometimes play a significant role in these and other cases of metaphor (see below), I don't think the case has yet been made against the view that these images are anything more an epiphenomenon or incidental side-effect, with all 11 As an anonymous referee pointed out, it is possible that my objection rests on the specifics of the examples discussed by Gibbs and Bogdonovitch (1999) . Other cases of metaphor, those involving so-called 'emergent properties', need to be shown to be susceptible to the same amodal propositional account (see Wilson and Carston (2008) for discussion of emergent properties and Green (2017) for cases of what he calls 'image-demanding' metaphors).
the real work of understanding being done by standard pragmatic processes of inference on conceptual/propositional representations. After all, it's these kinds of representations (sentences in the language of thought) that are the mental equivalents of the verbal reports given by the participants in the experiments (the propositions they expressed with their utterances). It is difficult, of course, to find a more direct way (one not mediated by verbal reports of metaphor interpretations) to detect the presence or absence of mental imagery in the mind/brain of the person understanding a metaphor, let alone to tell whether the imagery of the vehicle domain is being mapped onto the target domain.
There has been some neurocognitive work investigating the extent to which sensory-perceptual (and motor) areas of the brain are activated during metaphor processing. Marcel Just and colleagues conducted fMRI studies that compared areas of brain activation during reading comprehension of two groups of verbal metaphors:
familiar/frozen cases and unfamiliar/novel cases, as exemplified by the following, where the first two sentences provided the context for the metaphorical utterance in the third:
Frozen metaphor:
Mary got straight A's on her report card.
Her parents were proud of her.
They said, "You are as sharp as a razor"
Novel metaphor:
It was Judy's first time on an airplane.
Her mom let her have the window seat.
Judy said, "We're surrounded by great white mushrooms"
Summing up the results, Just (2008, p. 80) In another fMRI study, of the processing of what they call 'sensory-motor' metaphors, Desai et al. (2011) got rather similar results with regard to the difference between familiar and unfamiliar metaphors. They concluded that while sensory-motor areas of the cortex are activated to some extent in understanding all metaphorically used action words (e.g. 'grasp an idea', 'grab life by the throat'), "the involvement of sensorymotor systems in metaphor understanding changes through a gradual abstraction process whereby relatively detailed simulations are used for understanding unfamiliar metaphors, and these simulations become less detailed and involve only secondary motor regions as familiarity increases" (ibid, p. 2376).
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We can't be certain that any of the sensory-motor simulations discussed by these authors constitutes the kind of (conscious) imagery that is at stake in this paper.
Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to expect that novel metaphors would take longer and be more costly to comprehend than familiar ones and there is accumulating experimental evidence that this is indeed the case, even when the metaphor is appropriately contextualised (Giora, 1999 (Giora, , 2003 Bowdle & Gentner, 2005; Arzouan et al., 2007; Lai et al., 2009 ). Thus, novel metaphors are an instance of the kind of 'special' language processing situation discussed in the previous section, in that they involve more effortful, deeper and slower processing than most ordinary instances of comprehension, and have been found to correlate with sensory-perceptual simulations of a more sustained and finer grain, which may be experienced as such by readers/hearers. This seems all the more likely to be the case for the 'image' metaphors discussed in section 2 (e.g., 'They are white moths / with wings / lifted / over a dark water / in act to fly / …'), which are considerably more creative and sustained, hence more demanding of processing effort, than the kinds of examples used in any of the experiments. Nevertheless, it is a further claim, and one which has yet to be substantiated, that the simulations (images) are being actively used in understanding the metaphor, as is suggested by Just (2008) in the quote above. That is, although they are occurring, although they may be phenomenologically salient, perhaps even a source of pleasure for the reader/audience, still they may not be implicated in 'understanding' the metaphor, that is, in grasping what the author of the metaphor intended by it.
Let me turn now to pragmatic accounts of metaphor, by which I mean those accounts which see metaphor as one way, among many others, in which language is employed by speakers/writers in order to fulfil their communicative intention and which, like all other uses, are interpreted by hearers/readers in accordance with the presumption that they will gain a worthwhile return of cognitive effects for their investment of attention and processing effort. Of course, utterances may result in information transmission and other kinds of cognitive impact that go well beyond anything communicatively intended by the speaker/writer; for instance, they may reveal information about a speaker's social class or sex or political affiliations or state of health; they may (unintentionally) cause the audience to feel uneasy, envious, superior, sympathetic, and so on. As Colston (2015) points out, there is a wide range of 'pragmatic effects' (on his use of this term) beyond those communicatively intended by a speaker/writer, including what he calls sociocognitive effects, multimodal effects, and cognitive side-effects. Of particular interest to this paper is the category of cognitive side-effects, which Colston characterises as effects that arise from perceptual and cognitive processes that are running in parallel with language processing proper but can 'leak into and affect meaning' (ibid, p. 217); below I will suggest that mental imagery may be such a case.
However, the focus of inferential pragmatic theories is 'ostensive communication', that is, the overtly intended sharing of information and experience which achieves its intended effects largely through the recipient's recognition that they are intended (Grice, 1969; Sperber & Wilson, 2002) . It is this kind of communication that enables a measure of shared understanding of the world (a mutual cognitive environment), which is arguably the basis for much of human social-cultural life. On Grice's various versions of the intention with which a speaker produces an utterance (known as a 'meaning intention', or m-intention), the kind of m-intended effect is restricted to a propositional attitude such as a belief (the speaker/writer makes overt her intention that the audience should come to hold a particular belief or beliefs and should come to do so, at least in part, through recognition of that intention). On the relevance-theoretic definition of a communicative intention, a speaker makes overt ('mutually manifest') her intention to make an array of propositions manifest or more manifest to her addressee, where "a proposition is manifest to an individual at a given time to the extent that he is likely, to some positive degree, to been made manifest by the mental imagery activated. We can surmise that, as well as being a source of pleasure in themselves, mental images may play an instrumental role in the interpretation process, without thereby making any commitment to images being essential components in the understanding of these metaphors.
Two (related) objections to this idea might be raised: (a) mental images are too variable and idiosyncratic for this to be a reliable way of recovering speaker intended content, and (b) as noted, images are informationally dense, so even if they were stable across individuals, there would be a further issue concerning how the individual selects among the indefinite range of propositions made manifest to him. To respond fully to the first objection, we would need to know much more about the nature of the mental images evoked (including how detailed or schematic they are), but a strong constraint on the mental images activated is provided by the language itself -this is linguistically guided/constrained imaging, more in line with Kosslyn's verbal instructions for visualising than with the largely unconstrained imaging of daydreaming or fantasising.
Furthermore, as just discussed, in the case of Sperber and Wilson's weakly communicated implications, there is a fair bit of variation with regard to the thoughts that can comprise an acceptable interpretation, that is, one that falls within the speaker/writer's communicative intention. As regards the second possible objection, there is an immediate answer that comes directly from the core of any pragmatic theory: all utterance/text interpretation is strongly constrained by hearer/reader's expectations of relevance (and/or informativeness, and/or coherence, etc., for those working in different frameworks from RT). As with the propositional encyclopaedic information activated by the concepts accessed through linguistic decoding, so with the propositions made manifest by activated mental images: they are subject to standard processes of selection, governed by how well they meet expectations based on the prevailing presumption of 'optimal relevance' (for details, see Sperber & Wilson, 2008) .
18
On this account of mental images in the processing of metaphors, there is no sharp distinction between their roles in what the conceptual metaphor theorists call 'image' metaphors, on the one hand, and instances of 'conceptual' metaphors, on the other (Lakoff & Turner, 1989; Gibbs, 1994) . On their view, 'image' metaphors involve a mapping of mental images from one concrete/physical domain onto another concrete/physical domain, as in examples (1)- (2) and (4)- (5) (Gibbs, 1994, pp. 258-260) . On the account given here, where mental images are cognitive by-products, albeit often vivid and impactful, and sometimes instrumental in giving access to propositional implications, there is no reason to suppose that these effects don't occur across the full range of novel, creative and/or poetic metaphors. So, in the following three cases, the metaphor topic/target ('life', 'depression', 'memory') is as abstract as any discussed by the conceptual metaphor theorists and yet the experience of mental images that the metaphor vehicle activates is not obviously any less vivid than it is in the earlier cases:
18 A reminder of the relevance-theoretic comprehension procedure which applies to the interpretation of all acts of ostensive communicative: (a) Follow a path of least effort in constructing an interpretation (including the resolution of ambiguities and referential indeterminacies, the supplying of contextual assumptions, the inferring of implicatures, etc.); (b) Stop when your expectations of relevance are satisfied (Sperber & Wilson, 2002) .
7.
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player That struts and frets his hour upon the stage And then is heard no more: it is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, Signifying nothing.
(W. Shakespeare, 1623. Macbeth V. v. ll. 24-30) 8. Depression, in Karla's experience, was a dull, inert thing -a toad that squatted wetly on your head until it finally gathered the energy to slither off.
(Z. Heller, 2008. The Believers, p.263) 9.
Memory is a crazy woman that hoards colored rags and throws away food.
(A. O'Malley, 1920.) As with the earlier examples, the mental images evoked may be the source of manifest propositions that readers can use in deriving an array of (weak) implicatures about the nature of life, depression, or memory.
Summing up
The central question discussed in this paper is what role, if any, (conscious) mental imagery plays in the understanding of verbal metaphors. The alternatives we started with were that either it plays an essential role in metaphor comprehension or it is merely an epiphenomenon, having no effect on the process at all. However, these two positions do not exhaust the options and the final position I take lies between them: imagery does not play an essential role, but it can play a significant tangential role.
The behavioural evidence, discussed in the preceding section, in which participants reported on their interpretations of 'image' metaphors, seems explainable in amodal propositional terms. The neuroscientific evidence, which shows different degrees of activation of various sensory-motor areas of the brain depending on the degree of familiarity of a metaphor, is primarily focused on unconscious (sub-personal) processes, although in cases of novel metaphor these simulations may become consciously available.
On the basis of the current state of the evidence, then, it looks as if the experience of mental imagery during the comprehension of a metaphor is probably a by-product or sideeffect of other processes, an outcome of such factors as the novelty, creativity and extendedness of the metaphor and, following from that, the time/effort involved in reaching an interpretation. However, even if (conscious) mental imagery is (merely) a cognitive side-effect of standard linguistic and inferential pragmatic processes of verbal understanding, it can be of considerable significance, in at least the following respects:
a. It may be the most powerful and/or memorable effect a metaphor has on its audience.
b. It may be an effect the author sets out to achieve and expects/wants the audience to experience.
c. It may provide a valuable input for the derivation of the cognitive implications that fall within the speaker/writer's communicative intention.
